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January 27, 2020
Description of the position
This PhD position takes part of grant program of the Tours University (UT) in France
(call 2020). The host institution at the UT will be the LIFAT Laboratory in the PRIA
Group. Details about the position are :
• Starting date : the regular PhD registration at the UT is September 2020.
• Length : it is a full-time PhD contract of 3 years (36 months).
• Salary : ' 1500 e / a month (take home pay).
• Extra costs : all the extra costs linked to the furniture (laptop, phone, office . . . ) and
travels (publications into conferences, research stays . . . ) will be supported by the
PRIA Group.
• University fees : ' 615 e / a year paid by the candidate. These fees will cover the
social security and mutual insurance.
• Social help : the candidate will be registered as a student of the UT. He will be able
to apply to the French financial help for accomodation (up to 40% of the total cost).

Host institution and place
The LIFAT Laboratory is composed of 47 faculty members including Professors, Assistant Professors, Research Fellows and PhD students. The Laboratory is organized in three
research teams/groups involved on specific topics (1) DataBases and Natural Language Processing (2) Operations Research, Scheduling, and Transportation (3) Pattern Recognition
and Image Analysis.
The scientific challenges addressed at the LIFAT Laboratory include the design and
development of models, methods and algorithms and to provide resources and software to
extract information, to infer knowledge from data, by mainstreaming of human-computer
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interaction, and to solve combinatorial optimization problems with the goal to achieve good
results in good computation time.
The Tours city is rich with history and a well preserved heritage. The urban area of
Tours (of nearly 300 000 inhabitants) has a leading part to play in the Loire Valley. It lies
at the crossroads of the North-South and East-West communication lines of Europe and is
only one hour from Paris by high-speed train. Cost of living is attractive (see journaldunet).
More information about the Tours city could be found on this Website .

Supervisors
Donatello Conte (PhD Director): received the Ph.D. degree in information engineering from the University of Salerno, Fisciano, Italy in 2006. He is currently Associate
Professor of Computer Science with the University of Tours in France and at the LIFAT
Laboratory. His current research interests include structural pattern recognition, real-time
video analysis, and document images processing. He is the author of several research papers
on these subjects. D. Conte is a member of the International Association for Pattern Recognition (IAPR) and of the IAPR Technical Committee 15 (Graph-based Representations in
Pattern Recognition) since 2002. He is a reviewer for several international conferences and
journals. (home page)
Mathieu Delalandre (PhD Supervisor): obtained his Ph.D. degree in 2005 at the
Rouen University (Rouen, France). Then, starting from 2006 up to 2009 he has worked in different laboratories and institutes Europe-wide as a research fellow: (Nottingham, UK), (La
Rochelle, France), (Barcelona, Spain). Starting September 2009, he has been an Assistant
Professor at the LIFAT laboratory (Tours, France) in the PRIA group. His ongoing research
activities deal with the image processing field focussed on the topics of local detectors, template matching and processing in the transform domain. His application domains are related
to video and document image analysis including scene text detection, video copy detection
over streaming, document image networking, comics copyright protection and symbol/logo
detection and recognition. Mathieu Delalandre has contributed to around ten National and
International research projects. He is the co-founder of the ToodTV startup. (home page)

Subject
Key-words: detection, near-duplicate, image, partial-copy video, key-frame, real-time, online, live TV, template matching, optimization, template selection, matchability prediction,
robust matching
This PhD addresses the near-duplicate image detection problem. The images that are
near-duplicate slightly differ in content. The differences can result from the digitalization,
the camera and streaming captures, the perspective distortions, the cropping and resampling,
etc. Several researches have been conducted for addressing this problem [1]. The selection
of a suitable method depends on the kind of application use-case which is to be solved.
In this PhD, will have a particular focuss on the application of partial-copy video detection [2, 3, 4]. The detection of partial-copy videos processes with representative key-frames.
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These key-frames are compared to video content in order to detect the frames that are
near-duplicate. The detection is then able to deal with particular sequences in videos corresponding to partial copies. This differs from the copy detection of full videos that processes
with global signatures [5, 6].
The detection of partial copies can be done in real-time for the online videos or the live
TV. This has practical applications such as the copyright protection within social networks
[7, 8], the data journalism and analytic [11], the commercial detection in TV broadcasting
[9, 10], etc. In that case, the detection must face to real-time constraints in addition to
the image degradation problem. A large amount of features has been investigated for the
comparison of frames [12]. When dealing with real-time constraints, low-level features are
preferred for the comparison [13].
We propose in this PhD to investigate the template matching to address this problem.
Template matching is a well known topic in the image processing and computer vision
field [14]. It evaluates the similarity between templates and areas using proper metrics and
measures. Template matching is a known approach for the detection of near-duplicate frames
within the partial-copy videos [2, 13, 15, 16, 17]. However, it suffers from complexity and
starts to fail when facing to complex image transformations. To deal with these issues, we
will address different open problems in this PhD.
Fast template matching: template matching has been mainly applied for object detection in the literature. Different approaches have been proposed to optimize the matching
for object localization within the image search-space. This includes the partial elimination
conditions [19], the use of upper bounding functions [18] or the matching with image integral
[20, 21]. However, template matching for partial-copy video detection could be also characterized by a huge search-space for the template models. This requires specific approaches
to prune the template search-space [22, 23]. This requires to design specific approaches
achieving significant computational and memory space savings without sacrificing detection
accuracy. The search-space algorithm must be correlated to the used metrics for the matching and the search criterion (exact or approximate).
Template selection: a key problem with template matching is to select discriminant
templates from the reference images / key-frames. This is referred as the template selection
problem in the literature. The selection of templates can be done manually [24] or automatically with hand-crafted features [25], noise estimators [26] or learning-based methods [27].
Learning-based methods [27] are preferred to improve the matchability of templates when
facing multiple sources of noise and deformation. However, the detection must process in
an incremental way as new video content appears periodically. The no-reference methods,
as the noise estimators [26], can process in such a situation. An alternative is process with
matchability prediction while using learning based methods [28]. A key problem is to mix the
matchability and optimization criteria for selection. Indeed, the properties of the selected
template could have an important impact for the optimization of the matching process. The
selection method must handle a tradeoff between the matchability and optimization. These
aspects are little discussed in the literature.
Robust matching: classic methods for template matching use metrics such as the SAD,
SSD or NCC. These metrics start to fail when facing to complex image transformations and
degradations. Over the last years, numerous methods have been proposed to overcome these
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limitations [27, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. These methods tend to improve the robustness of the
matching to noise, geometric and no-rigid transformations or occlusions. However, they
result in a growing of the complexity. Interpretability of deep learning models for template
matching [34, 35] could help to design time-efficient and robust methods and systems.

Profile of the candidate
Profile of the candidate and requirements are :
• to have a Master degree in Computer Science and/or Electrical Engineering,
• to have good mathematics and programming skills,
• to have a past experience in image processing and pattern recognition,
• to have good communication skills,
• to be fluent in English,
• some knowledge in French would be better, but not mandatory.

Application
The application process will be handled in three main steps.
Registration: the candidate will have to send a CV plus a motivation letter (in English
using the PDF format) to mathieu.delalandre@univ-tours.fr before the 22th of May
2020 (hard deadline).
First interview: based on the CVs and motivation letters, candidates will be selected for a
first interview with the PhD supervisors. A short list of candidates will be established
for the final interview.
Final interview: the final interview will be scheduled in June 2020 with a full Jury of the
Tours University. The candidates will be be notified then about their acceptance.

Contact information
Please contact the following people for any additional questions about the position :
• Dr Donatello Conte, donatello.conte@univ-tours.fr, +33 247 361 269, LIFAT Laboratory, 64 avenue Jean Portalis, 37200 Tours city, France.
• Dr Mathieu Delalandre, mathieu.delalandre@univ-tours.fr, +33 247 361 432, LIFAT
Laboratory, 64 avenue Jean Portalis, 37200 Tours city, France.
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